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Realize value today for settlement recoveries that typically take 
years to pay out
Class action claims represent meaningful value for a fund in any stage of existence. For 
funds that have decided to close or are in liquidation, FRT is able to quantify the value of a 
liquidating fund’s class action claims and foreign tax reclaims. The types of claims include 
securities, antitrust, bankruptcy, and non-US along with direct/private actions.

Benefits
1. Maximize the value of the asset: Receive dollars now for all outstanding class action 

claims (and tax reclaims), including claims that the closed fund would not have filed for in 
the future.

2. No up-front costs: There are never any fees including having FRT analyze your data to 
provide a no obligation bid.

3. Eliminate the operational burden: Eliminate the costs and headaches of managing class 
action claim and/or tax reclaim checks for years to come.

4. Improved governance program for closed funds: Opportunity to close the books and 
alleviate the burden of monitoring cases, managing claims, and distributing recoveries 
years after the fund(s) has closed.

5. Seller-Friendly Asset Purchasing Agreement (APA): Simple APA that explicitly removes the 
seller from any future responsibility.

6. Expertise & Trust: FRT has purchased rights to hundreds of funds over the past 10+ years.

Process
The entire process typically takes two weeks, but FRT can accommodate the closing fund's 
timeline. FRT has completed the full process in as little as one day.

Claims Monetization
Claim purchasing service to monetize liquidating funds’ class action 
claims and foreign tax reclaims

Why Financial Recovery 
Technologies
• Innovation: As the

industry has evolved, so
has FRT. We continue to
expand and enhance our
platform and services to
better meet client needs

• Technology: Purpose-
built technology: robust,
reliable, and secure

• Expertise: Deep domain
experts and dedicated in-
house legal and research
teams

• Operational Excellence:
Our company is built
on a culture of service:
seasoned leadership
and over 40 individuals
dedicated to supporting
our clients and products
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